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This invention relates to blowpipes and noz 

Zles therefor, and more particularly to blowpipes 
and nozzles useful in thermo-chemically remov 
ing metal from metallic bodies. This application 
is a division of my Copending application Serial 
No. 128,117, filed February 27, 1937, now U. S. 
Patent No. 2,210,403. 

It has been customary in such removal of metal 
from metallic bodies, particularly those con 
posed of iron or Steel, to heat a portion of the 
body to a sufficiently high temperature, usually 
designated as the “kindling' temperature, by 
means of a high temperature preheating flame, 
Such as that produced by the combustion of a 
mixture of oxygen and acetylene; and then to 
direct a jet of an oxidizing gas, preferably pure 
oxygen, upon the portion previously heated to 
the kinding temperature so that the iron or steel 
upon which the oxidizing jet is directed will be 
patially converted to the oxide and swept away 
by the action of the jet. Both the combustible 
mixture jet which produces the heating flame 
and the metal removing jet of oxygen are nor 
mally discharged from the nozzle of a blowpipe. 
By a progressive movement of the blowpipe noz 
zle across the metallic body, a portion of the body 
may be removed and a cut produced along a line 
coi'responding to the path of movement of the 
blowpipe. Such a method when utilized to sever 
a portion of the metallic body from the remainder 
of the body will produce a cut or kerf substan 
tially corresponding in width to the oxidizing jet, 
which in this instance has usually a velocity of 
600 to 1800 feet per second. In addition, such 
a method may be employed in thermo-chemically 
removing metal from the surface of a metallic 
body, and in Such instances the velocity of the 
oxidizing cutting jet is usually lower than the 
velocity of the jet utilized in completely sever 
ing a portion of the body, being from 200 to 
1000 feet - per second. 
However, since the upper edges of the kerf 

Will not be maintained at the kindling tempera 
ture during cutting, due to the cooling action 
of the cutting jet, the lack of sufficient rapidity 
cof heat Conduction through the steel to the upper 
edges of the kerf, and the usual presence of mill 
Scale on the upper Surface of the steel, it is neces 
Sary to supply heat to the metal undergoing 
treatment, in addition to the heat produced by 
the combustion of the iron or steel. To supply 
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this additional heat, it has been customary to 
utilize the preheating flame used to heat a por 
tion of the body to the kindling temperature. 

duced by forming a combustible mixture of oxi 
dizing gas and fuel gas, such as Oxygen and acety 
lene, in a suitable mixer located in either the 
body or the nozzle of the blowpipe, and directing 
this mixture from the nozzle onto the portion of 
the body to be treated. Such preheating flames, 
which usually have a velocity of from 200 to 500 
feet per second, have a high rate of combustion 
and a relatively high temperature; Such flames 
are also relatively hard, since primary combus 
tion of the oxy-acetylene mixture is completed 
a relatively short distance from the end of the 
nozzle. 
A relatively high temperature and hard heat 

ing flame is unobjectionable when utilized to pre 
heat a portion of a metallic body to the kindling 
temperature, but when utilized to provide sup 
plemental heat during the removal of metal by 
the oxidizing jet, the resultant surface produced 
by the cutting operation tends to becoyne rough 
and corrugated, and in the Case of the complete 
severance of a portion of the metallic body, the 
walls of the kerf tend to become rough and COr 
rugated, with pronbunced drag lines, and the 
edges of the kerf tend to become rounded. The 
roughness of the walls and the rounded edges of 
the kerf are produced by a melting down of the 
edges due to the high temperature and the rela 
tive hardness of the preheating flames. 

In addition, with such combustible mixture jets 
it is impossible entirely to eliminate flashbacks, 
with the attendant danger of spoiling expensive 
shape-cut parts when the work is partially 
finished. 
In my copending application Serial No. 128,117, 

now U. S. Patent No. 2,210,403, and also in the 
copending application of John M. Gaines, Jr., 
Serial No. 128,083, filed February 27, 1937, now 
U. S. Patent No. 2,210,402, there is disclosed a 
method of overcoming this objection by utilizing 
a “diffusion' flame to provide Supplemental heat 
during the removal of metal by the oxidizing jet. 
The diffusion flame is produced by directing, onto 
the metallic body, a low velocity jet of combusti 
ble gas adjacent the cutting jet, and a low ve 
locity jet of oxidizing gas between the cutting 
jet and the combustible jet. The low velocity 
jets of combustible gas and oxidizing gas, which 
may have a velocity of 35 to 175 feet per second 
and preferably about 75 feet per second, inter 
mingle outside the nozzle and burn with a soft 
gentle flame, particularly adjacent the Surface 
of the body, and liberate the greatest amount 
of heat where, the two jets come together at the 

Such preheating flames have heretofore been pro- 55 lip or edge of the kerf. A diffusion flame, when 
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utilized to provide supplemental heat during cut 
ting, produces a kerf having a Smooth Wall and 
sharp upper edges. In addition, jets mixing and 
burning outside the nozzle entirely obviate the 
danger of backfires or flashbacks during the re 
moval of metal by the cutting jet, thus eliminat 
ing the i danger Of Spoiling eXpenSiWe shape-Cut 
parts When the Work is partially finished. 
A principal object of this invention is to pro 

vide Suitable apparatus, Such as a blowpipe, which 
is particularly useful in carrying out the above 
described method, wherein a diffusion flame is 
used to provide supplemental heat during the 
removal of metal from a metallic body by a jet of 
oxidizing gas or oxygen. Further objects of this 
invention are to provide such apparatus wherein 
the flow of oxidizing gas to the diffusion flame is . 
properly regulated; to provide such apparatus 
which includes means for producing a combusti 
ble mixture for initial preheating, and a diffusion 
flame for supplemental heating during the re 
moval of metal; and to provide such apparatus 
which is economical and efficient in operation. 
Other objects and novel features of this inven 
tion will become apparent from the following de 
scription and the accompanying drawing, in 
Which: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical view, partially in section, of 
a blowpipe constructed in accordance With this 
invention; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged vertical Sectional view of 
the lower end of the nozzle of the blowpipe of 
Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged horizontal view, looking 
upwardly, of the end of the nozzle of the blow 
pipe of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a vertical view, partly in section, of 
the lower end of a modified form of a nozzle 
adapted for attachment to the blowpipe of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged Vertical Sectional view of 
another modified form of a nozzle also adapted 
for attachment to the blowpipe of Fig. 1. 
As illustrated in FigS. 1 and 2, a nozzle N of 

a blowpipe may be provided” with a central pas 
Sage C through which a stream of oxidizing gas 
may be passed; an outer passage O through 
Which a stream of combustible gas, such as acetyl 
ene, or a combustible mixture, such as a mixture 
of oxygen and acetylene, may be passed; and 
an intermediate passage I through which a stream 
of Oxidizing gas, Such as oxygen, may be passed. 
The central passage C may be provided with an 
upper portion. O and a restricted lower portion 
or outlet by means of which a jet of oxidizing 
gas having a relatively high velocity may be 
formed in a well known manner, the oxygen pres 
sure in the upper portion Obeing considerably 
greater than the pressure in the lower portion f, 
and the drop in pressure when passing into the 
restricted portion giving the oxygen stream the 
desired velocity. The outer passage O may be 
Similarly provided with an upper portion 2 and 
a lower restricted portion or outlet 3 which is 
adapted to direct a jet of combustible gas or a 
Combustible mixture Substantially parallel to the 
central jet and onto a portion of the metallic 
body adjacent that upon which the central jet 
impingeS. 
In accordance with this invention the Supply 

of oxygen to the intermediate passage is derived 
from the Oxygen passing through the central pas 
Sage, Such as by means of a plurality of connect 
ing or inlet passages 4 which lead from the 
restricted portion of the central passage into 
an enlarged portion, or chamber 5 of the inter 
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mediate passage, from whence the diverted Oxy 
gen will flow through a lower restricted portion 
or outlet 6 of the intermediate passage. The 
chamber 5 not only distributes the gas equally 
around the periphery of the intermediate pas 
sage, but also reduces the velocity of the oxygen 
flowing therethrough, since the velocity of the 
oxygen passing through the lower portion of the 
central passage is considerably greater than that 
used in producing a diffusion type flame. The 

a relatively low velocity jet of oxygen between 
the central cutting jet and the outer combustible 
gas jet. It will be apparent that due to this 
diversion from the central passage, Oxygen will 
flow through the intermediate passage only when 
the cutting jet is employed, and the flow of oxy 
gen. through the intermediate passage will be 
regulated in accordance with flow through the 
central passage. 

Also, in accordance with this, invention, the 
diameters or relative dimensions of the corinect 
ing passages 4 may be so proportioned that a 
definite: predetermined amount of oxygen will be 
diverted from the central jet. In this Way, the 
flow of oxygen through the intermediate passage 
may be controlled so that the optimum results 
will be produced when utilizing any given pres 
sure in the upper portion of the central passage 
to produce a given velocity and rate of flow of 
oxygen through the lower portion. It will be 
apparent that in some instances, such as in a 
nozzle adapted to remove metal from the surface 
of a metallic body in which the central cutting 
jet has a lower Velocity and the lower restricted 
portion is eliminated or relatively larger in 
diameter, it may be desirable to divert oxygen 
into the intermediate passage from the portion 
0 of the central paSSage; but it will also be ap 

parent that in a nozzle adapted to utilize oxygen 
pressures of any considerable amount, the lower 
preSSure existing in the restricted portion will 
permit the use of a greater number of connect 
ing paSSageS, which Will tend to distribute the 
diverted oxygen more uniformly around the pe 
riphery of the enlarged... portion 5 of the inter 
mediate passage. m 
The central passage C may be formed in an 

inner or principal member f7 of the nozzle N; 
the intermediate passage I may be formed be 
tween the lower portion of the inner member 7 
and an intermediate member 8; and the lower 
portion of the outer passage O may be formed 
between the intermediate member, 8 and an out 
er member 19. The outer member 19 may be 
Spaced from the intermediate member 8 by suit 
able means, such as lugs, 20, and, if desired, the 
intermediate member 8 may be similarly spaced 
from the inner member 7. The upper end of 
the Outer passage O may consist of a plurality 
of longitudinal passages or inlets 2, drilled in 
the member 7; and the members f& and 9 may 
be secured to the inner or principal member 7 
by Suitable means, Such as by press fits over the 
circumferential portions. 22 and 23, respectively. 
In addition, the outlets 3 and 6 of the outer 
and intermediate passages O and I, respectively, 
may be cylindrical, as is more clearly illustrated 
in Fig. 3, or may be formed as a plurality of 
Small paSSages. 

In Order to Supply oxygen and fuel gas to the 
various passages in the nozzle, the nozzle. N, as 
in. Fig. 1, may be secured to a head H. of a body 
B of the blowpipe by a couplingnut 25, in such a 
manner that a central oxygen passage 26 formed 
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passage automatically obtained by moving the 
two-way valve into abutment with the stop screw 
62. During cutting, the required amount of oxy 
gen to form the diffusion flame will be diverted 
from the cutting stream through the passages f4, 
as previously described. 
An alternative method of supplying 

predetermined amount of oxygen to the fuel gas 
during cutting is by means of one or more meter 

- ing passages, such as the passages of the nozzles 
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, which nozzles core 
frespond to the nozzle of Figs, 1 and 2, except for 
passage Ti of Fig. 4 and passage 70 of Fig. 5. Pas 
sage 70 of Fig. 5 leads from the enlarged portion 
i 5 of the intermediate passage I to the outer pas 
sage O. The passage 7 of Fig. 4 leads from the 
upper portion to of the central passage to the 
Outer passage O. Alternatively, such a passage 
may lead from the outlet f of the central past. 
Sage to the outer passage. O, In the last instance, 
the intermediate member 8 may be shortened so 
that it will be necessary to drill such metering 
paS?age Oir paSSages Only through the inner mem 
ber 7. By diverting a small predetermined 
amount of oxygen from the central passage into 
the Outer passage, use of the stop-screw 62 of the 
two-way valve is unnecessary, and the adjust 
ment of the amount of oxygen diverted into the 
fuel gas stream during cutting is not left to the 
Operator. 

It will be apparent that a mixer may bein 
stalled in the body of the blowpipe instead of 
being formed in the upper end of the inlets 2; 
that other arrangements of valves may be used; 
and that other changes may ba made which will 
not depart from the spirit and scope of this in 
Vention. w 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a blowpipe for renoving metal from a 

metal body by the application of a heating flame 
to the body and the application of a metal re 
moving oxygen jet to a heated surface portion of 
the body, a nozzle having a cutting oxygen pass 
sage formed therein and having a restricted por 
tion at the discharge end adapted to form a metal 
removing oxygen jet; a second passage formed 
within said nozzle adjacent said first--named pas 
Sage, Said second passage having an enlarged ports 
tion and a restricted portion; at least one rela 
tively small passage formed in said nozzle and 
leading from the restricted portion of said first 
ianned passage to the enlarged portion of Said 
second passage; and means for forming a com 
bustible gas jet the combustion of which is sup 
ported by the oxygen jet discharged from said 
Second passage. 

2. In a metai removing blowpipe, a nozzle hav. 
ing an oxidizing gas passage formed therein; a 
Second passage fornied in Said nozzle adjacent 
Said first-named passage; a third passage, for 
combustible gas, formed in said nozzle adjacent 
said second passage; at least, one passage formed 
in said nozzle and leading from Said first-named 
paSSage to Said Second paSSage; and at least One 
passage formed in said nozzle and leading from 
Said first-named passage to said third passage to 
introduce. Oxidizing gas into the COinbustible gas 
in said third passage, the relationship between 
said Second and third passages being such that 
the jets discharged tierefrom tend to mingle out 
side said nozzle and pi'oduce a combustible mixture 
adapted to burn to form a heating flame. 

3. Ir a metal retimoving bloWpipe, a nozzl? halv 
ing an oxidizing gas passage formed therein and 
having a restricted portion at the discharge end; 
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a second passage formed within said nozzle ad 
jacent said first-namèd passage; à third passage, 
för cömbuástible gas, i formed within said nozzle 
sufficiently close to said second passage so that 
jets discharged from said second and third pas 
sages' tend to intermingle; at least one relatively 
Small passage formed in said nozzle and leading 
fröm said first-named passage tö said secònd pas 
sage; and at least one relatively small passage 
leading from said second passage to said third 
passage to introduce oxidizing gas into the com 
bustible gas in said third passage. 

4. In a metai removing; blowpipe, a nozzle hav 
ing an oxidizing gas passage formed therein pro 
vided with a restricted portion at the discharge end; 
a - Š?COnd. paŠSage' fOIri?hed iñi said ñO?zle adjacent 
said first-named passage, said second passage 
having an enlarged portion and a restricted dis 
charge portion; a third passage, for combustible 
gas, formed in said nozzle adjacent said second 
passage; at', least one relatively small passage 
formed in said nozzle and leading from the re 
stricted portion of said first-named passage to 
the enlarged portion of said second passage; and 
at least one relatively small passage leading from 
the enlarged portion of said second passage to said 
third passage to introduce oxidizing gas into the 
combustible gas in said third passage. 

5. A blowpipe for removing metal from metallic 
bodies, said blowpipe having a passage provided 
with an outlet for discharging a cutting jet of 
Oxidizing gas against a portion of a metal body; 
a Second passage provided with an outlet nor 
mally for discharging a jet of combustible gas 
against said body adjacent said first-named jet; 
means for diverting a portion of the gas fiowing 
through said oxidizing gas passage and convey 
ing such diverted portion to a third passage hav 
ing an outlet for discharging a jet of oxidizing 
gaS to support the combustion of said combustible 
jet, said outlets being so arranged that the com 
bustion-supporting jet is directed between said 
cutting jet and said combustible gas jet; and 
means for Selectively supplying oxidizing gas to 
Said first-named passage and/or said second pas 
Sage. 

... 6. A blowpipe for removing metal from a me 
tallic body comprising means for mixing a stream 
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of fuel gas and a stream of oxidizing gas to form 
a combustible mixture; means for directing such 
mixture as a heating jet onto a portion of said 
body to be cut. So, as to raise, such portion to a 
predetermined kindling temperature; means for 
directing a second stream of oxidizing, gas as a 

5 cutting jet onto said heated portion; means for 
discontinuing Said first-named oxidizing gas 
stream; means for diverting a portion of said 
Second oxidizing gas stream and directing such 
diverted portion into Said fuel gas stream so as to 
form a combustible jet having a relatively large 
proportion of fuel gas and a relatively small pro 
portion of oxidizing gas; and means for simul 
taneously diverting a second portion of said sec 
ond oxidizing gas stream and forming a separate 
jet of -oxidizing gas directed upon such portions 
being removed. 

7. In a metal-removing blowpipe, a nozzle hav 
ing an oxidizing gas passage formed therein, a 
Second oxidizing gas passage formed in said noz 
Zle adjacent said first-named passage, a third 
passage for Conibustible gas, formed in said noz 
zle adjacent said second passage, at least one 
relatively small passage formed in said nozzle 
and leading from said first-named passage to said 
second passage, and -at least one relatively small 
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passage leading from said second oxidizing gas 
passage to said third passage to introduce oxidiz 
ing gas into the combustible gas in said third 
198SS8g€. 

8. In a metal-removing blowpipe, a nozzle 
having an oxidizing gas passage formed therein, 
a Second Oxidizing gas passage formed in said 
nozzle adjacent said first-named passage, a third 
passage for combustible gas, formed in said nozzle 
adjacent said Second passage, and relatively 
Small passages formed in said nozzle, one small 
paSSage extending between Said fìTSt-named ox? 
dizing gas passage and said Second oxidizing gas 
passage to supply the latter passage with oxidiz 
ing gas, and the other Small passage extending 
between said first-named oxidizing gas passage 
and said third passage to introduce oxidizing gas 
into the combustible gas in said third passage. 

9. A blowpipe including a nozzle, said nozzle 
having a first passage provided with an outlet 
for discharging a high velocity cutting stream of 
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oxidizing gas, a second passage provided with an 
outlet normally for discharging a hard jet of 
premixed preheating gases adjacent said first 
named passage, and a third paSSage for discharg 
ing a low velocity stream of oxidizing gas to be 
mixed externally with a stream of combustible 
gas to provide a Soft Supplemental heating flame, 
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means for supplying combustible gas to said sec 
ond passage, means for selectively supplying oxi 
dizing gas to either said first-named passage or 
said second passage, said nozzle having passage 
means between the first and third passages for 
diverting a small portion of the oxidizing gas 
from said first-named Oxidizing gas paSSage to 
the third passage to support combustion of the 
relatively large flow of combustible gas so as to 
provide automatically the Soft supplemental heat 
ing flame after the flow of oxidizing gas to said 
second passage is reduced by the Selective means 
and the hard preheating jet dispensed with. 
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10. A blowpipe for removing metal from me 

tallic bodies comprising a nozzle having a first 
passage provided with an outlet for discharging 
a cutting stream of oxidizing gas against a metal 
body, a second passage provided with an outlet 
normally for discharging a jet of preheating 
combustible gas against the body adjacent said 
stream, means for selectively supplying oxidizing 
gas to either Said first-named passage or said 
second passage, means for conducting a com 
bustible gas to said second passage, said nozzle 
having a relatively small passage for diverting a 
small portion of the oxidizing gas from said first 
named passage to mix with the combustible gas 
in the second passage So as to provide a soft heat 
ing flame after the flow of oxidizing gas to said 
second passage is discontinued by the selective 
leaS 

11. A blowpipe including a nozzle, said nozzle 
having a first passage provided with an outlet 
for discharging a cutting stream of oxidizing 
gas, a second passage provided with an outlet for 
discharging a jet of premixed preheating gases 
adjacent Said cutting stream, and a third passage 
for discharging a stream of oxidizing gas to be 
mixed externally with a stream of combustible 
gas from Said Second passage to provide a heating 
flame adjacent said cutting stream, means for 
Supplying combustible gas to Said second passage, 
and means for selectively supplying oxidizing gas 
to either said first paSSage or said second passage, 
said nozzle having passage means between the 
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first and third passages for diverting a portion of 
the oxidizing gas from said first passage to the 
third passage to support combustion of the com 
bustible gas when the flow of oxidizing gas to 
said second passage is reduced by said selective 
means. 
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